
FUNDING REQUEST VERTICAL EVACUATION STRUCTURES 

 

OVERVIEW 

The west coast is under threat of earthquake followed by a tsunami from its proximity to the Cascadian 
fault line.  Scientific forecast estimate that a one in three chance that a significant event will occur in the 
next fifty years.  If/when this happens there will be a heavy loss of life in areas where people cannot 
reach high ground in the estimated roughly 30 minutes between earthquake and tsunami wave.  I 
propose forming a company that will work with threatened communities to help locate, finance, design, 
and manage construction for structures capable of withstanding the most likely limited tsunami waves 
that may impact the communities.  Structures to be designed with saving the most lives with available 
funding and will incorporate design that will allow for interim uses with economic benefit justifying cost. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Identify desirable sites and develop multiple vertical evacuation structures capable of withstanding most 
probable levels of earthquakes and tsunamis likely to occur in areas of west coast threatened.  Structure 
should be multipurpose, where practical, to have capability of fulfilling other community needs.  Input 
from threatened communities will be solicited for site location, design, building use, design, & financing. 

SCOPE OF WORK 

Work with threatened communities to identify potential sites, identify community needs at specific 
locations, customize tenant building improvements for specific sites and community uses, assist 
community in identifying and implementing uses that benefit the local population, manage construction 
of structures, standardize designs, where possible, using cost and efficiency benefits for construction.  
Continue to improve and test the building design and locate additional sites where structure is beneficial 
to the local community.  Most sites will need to be located within 2 miles of population needing vertical 
evacuation protection because of likely limited tsunami warning time from a Cascadia earthquake event.  
Potential initial site locations tentatively estimated at 400.  This number will increase as additional 
practical. beneficial building uses are identified by the communities   

COST OF STRUCTURES 

Cost of structures will vary, subject to size of structure, cost of site, availability of power/utilities, soil 
conditions tenant improvements needed, materials and construction technique selected for specific 
location.  Remote areas with smaller populations can use smaller, more efficient structures.  
Prefabrication may be useful and effective at many locations. Completed structures are estimated to 
vary between 4 million dollars for typical structure to potentially as low as Seven hundred thousand for 
remote sites with limited size requirements due to sparse population that use prefabrication techniques.   

DESIGN OF STRUCTURE 

Most structures in populated areas will utilize a basic design of a 60’ x 110’ x 32” reinforced concrete 
floating mat foundation supporting a 50’x100’- two floor building shell.  Each floor will have 8” concrete 
floors, supported by columns either steel or circular concrete.  Metal railing surrounding each floor with 



metal stairs used for access.  Remote sites can employ smaller footprints.  Graphic representation 
available by visiting our existing web site www.solidhighground.com  

APPLICANT QUALIFICATIONS 

Applicant qualifications may be found by visiting existing web site at www.solidhighground.com  

 

Application submitted by Roger Urbaniak, CEO Solidhighground.com  

Cell # 425-894-0652, e-mail urbaniakr@comcast.net  
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